
HOLD THE HANDLE

CREATIVE BRIEF



SO... WHAT DO I POST?

Congrats, you get to Hold the Handle! Maybe you already know exactly 
what you want to post on your dog’s day, or maybe you need a little 
guidance. Either way, we created this guide to help you come up with 
fun, engaging content that feels natural to you and your pup and will 
help build our community.

Remember:
• Post from the perspective of your dog.
• Your first post should be before 10 am and your “sign off” post 

should be no later than 10 pm.
• We suggest 4-6 posts in the feed, but you can post as much as 

you’d like in Instagram Stories.  Make sure to use the "swipe up" 
feature if needed!

• Engage! Like and reply to comments on your posts.  Feel free to 
read and answer direct messages sent to you during your takeover!

@aspen.the.alusky



HI! I’M ________!

Say hello! Introduce your dog to the community and tell us about him or 
her from their point of view. Some prompts:

• Who you are
• Where you came from
• What area you live in
• What kind of dog you are
• How old you are

Don’t forget to tag yourself if you have an Instagram handle that you’d 
like to share!



MY TYPICAL DAY

One route you can take is to share what a typical day is like for your dog. Does 
it start with a morning run to the local coffee shop? Do you play fetch in the 
yard? Does your dog visit his bestie? What makes the day fun for you both?  
You can use older photos and videos too: we want to see your dog's ideal day, 
and we understand that you can't fit a million activities into one day!



MY FAVE PLACES

A great thing about this community is discovering new places you can 
take your pet. With so many We the Dogs owners and pets living all over 
the area, it’s great to learn more about places that are pet-friendly, and 
giving them a shoutout. Tagging these places also adds them to Two 
Paws Up, our interactive and searchable map on our website!



FUN FACTS ABOUT ME

Does your pet have an interesting quirk or characteristic about them? 
Do they have a really cool trick to share or an interesting story on how 
you got them or how they got their name? Now’s their time to shine!



INSTAGRAM STORIES

IG Stories is another way you can tell more of your dog’s story and 
engage with the community through some fun interactive tools.

Tip: Our Instagram has the 
"swipe up" feature enabled.  You 
can use it by clicking the "link" 
icon in the upper right hand 
corner when you're uploading a 
story.  That allows you to add a 
website to your story posts!



SPECIAL TAKEOVERS

Most of our takeovers are dogs, but we do have some special guests on 
certain holidays and during special events.  We've had cats, fish, eagles: you 
name it!  If you're doing a special takeover, make sure to mention the theme 
in your first post!  Tell us about your special animal or business, and any fun 
facts about a day in your life, just as any of our We the Dogs takeovers!



RESCUE ORGANIZATION TAKEOVERS

If you’re a rescue organization taking over our account, you have a variety 
of things that you can share during your takeover.  Some options include 
focusing your day on a single pup that has been hard to place in a home, 
sharing photos of multiple adoptable dogs, highlighting an upcoming 
fundraiser or adoption event, sharing your mission and information about 
your team, raising awareness about what you do with "behind the scenes" 
facts, or anything else that you want to focus on.  

Here are some 
examples of posts 

we’ve had in the past 
takeovers by rescue 

organizations. 



OTHER FUN IDEAS!

Still need ideas for content? Want to get more community members to 
engage with your posts? Don’t worry, we got you! Here are some other 
fun prompts:

     • Where are your favorite hikes?

     • What do you like to wear?

     • Where do you buy your goods?

     • Do you like to bark or howl?

     • What’s your favorite toy?

     • Who are your pet friends?

     • What tricks do you know?

     • Have you taken any trips?

     • What do you like to eat?

     • What is your silliest photos?

     • Tell us more about your breed(s)!

     • Have any yummy recipes for treats?



SIGNING OFF!

It’s time to say “night night” to all of our new friends. Create a send-off 
post to let our community know that you’re done for the night and then 
sign off. This also signals the next person to hold the handle that they 
can sign in.




